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V09: Modelling and Simulation I 
Modelling is applied to better understand a biomechatronic system, 

predict its behavior and to design controllers in case of robotic interactions. 

 

1. Types and uses of models 

 types of models and types of simulation 

 

Black Box Models Structural Model 

 

- Black box models are the functional 

relationships between system inputs and 

system outputs 

- ! black box models are lumped together 

with parameter models 

- in experiments: giving to the system many 

inputs and recording the outputs → try to 

regress a function that explain the 

relation between input and output 

- in structural model we have a lot of 

knowledge of system 

- goal: stimulate muscles with electrodes 

to make human standing up → difficult to 

model → structural models break down 

system in subunits → simplifications due to 

subdivision: muscle data, joint anatomy, 

anthropometry… 

 

 

 statistical 

Correlation 

- per capita cheese consumption 

- number of people who died by becoming 

tangled in their bedsheets 

➔ correlation 94.71% 

➔ BUT no causation 

Causation 

 

Animal Models
e.g. drug testing

Empirical Models

Qualitative models

e.g. study relations and cause-effect 
without giving numbers

Physical Models

e.g. for education

Mathematical 
Models

e.g. qualitative learning

Statistical Models 
Mathematical 

expressions based on 
statistical methods

Causal Models 
(determin.) 

Mathematical 
expressions based on 
logical relationships

Blackbox Models 
Transfer functions 

describe input-output 
relationships

Structural Models 
Model structures based 
on a-priori (physical) 

knowledge

Types of Simulations 

- Human in the loop (ciclo) 

- Computational Simulations → 

mathematical 

 

simulation dynamics 

- discrete dynamics: if time can be 

simplified to discrete events; e.g. time 

between tosses (lancio) is irrelevant → 

interested on how times we have head  or 

cross, NOT on aerodynamics properties 

- continuous dynamics: if we have 

differential equations; e.g. if we want look 

at how much muscles were stressed 
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 Why modelling? 

e.g. patient with SCI must walk again with electrical stimulation → 

which voltage of stimulation at which time? Which stimulation? When? 

A. Prediction 

- patient does a movement → sensors register the movement 

→ control how we stimulate the muscle BUT… how to do the 

best control? 

- to avoid to do many experiments → first go to virtual patient 

(simulation) → signal sented to a simulator to test the 

program → once we are happy → switch back to the patient 

 

B. Comprehension 

- Goal: understand more in detail a problem 

- perform a muscle activation to a patient → observation of the motion → 

motion used with the model (simulation) 

o what input required for the creation of the movement for the 

patient? 

o understanding how the system works and ev. pathologies 

- Example: gait analysis 

 

 Model-Supported Motion Analysis - Inverse Dynamic Computations 

- Models very used to make a gait 

analyze 

- than models are also used to 

simplify the display 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Direct and inverse dynamic models / Motion Synthesis and Motion Analysis] 

 

Natural motion generation: CNS generation of commando (cause) → PNS → 

muscle (effect) → joint → body segment → motion → reaction forces 

! also environment play an important role 

- motion synthesis: from cause to effect (direct dynamic problem) 

- motion analysis: from effect to cause (inverse dynamics) 
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 Why motion synthesis? 

- Diagnostics, Basic Research: support through graphically animated 

motions 

- Education, Training and Planning in Medicine: virtual reality to 

support diagnostics and therapy 

- Rehabilitation 

o Mobility support: Control of (Exo-)Prostheses, wheelchairs, 

neuro-prostheses 

o Mobility improvement: Orthotic motion support, VR for 

motion therapy 

 

 Direct Dynamics Modelling 

Activation Dynamics Contraction Dynamics Force Transmission 

Components, Properties 

- Signal transfer to motor 

endplates 

- Release of Calcium ions, 

ATP balance 

- Fatigue and relaxation 

behavior 

Properties 

- Contractile properties 

- Length and velocity 

relationships 

- Passive viscoelasticity 

- Tendon properties 

 

- have to consider 

geometry of the 

problem 

- human has a lot of 

muscles (n) to create 

the torques (m) 

- how do we get from 

muscle force to the 

torques? 

 
 

Goal: reconstruct behaviour for each of this models 

 

3. Example Problem 

 Muscle activation 

 

Simplified modelling assumptions: 

- 1 DOF 

- second order dynamics 

- two antagonistic muscles activated the same way (c2, c1, c0 

are the same for each muscle) 

- single nerve connecting the muscles 

- muscles completely relaxed in the beginning 

What’s happen? 

- t < 0: ginocchio viene colpito; perception e riflessi nel CNS 

- t = 0: stimolo (u1(t) + u2(t)) inviato al muscolo 
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- t > 0: come si muoverà la gamba? 

How to find c2, c1, c0? 

- Apply controlled stimulus u(t)? 

o inhibit natural nerve stimulus e.g. by drugs 

o apply known stimulus with electrode 

- Measure a(t)? Creation of an isometric condition to measure force and calculate 

back to a(t) → friction and elastic properties of muscles not matter much → muscle 

forces result more related to muscle activities 

- “Fit model” or regress the parameters 

- Object? Through a Multi-Moment-Chair 

 

➔ Analytical Solution (cfr. calculations by hand) → at time 0.2 s after nerve fires the 

muscle has peak of activation  

 

 

 Limitations of Analytical Solution → 𝒖𝟏 (𝒕)  =  𝒆−𝝉𝒕 ;  𝒖𝟐 (𝒕)  =  𝟎 → assumption di u1, u2 

invece non fa nulla  

- How does the system react to another input? 

- What if there is noise in u1(t)? 

- What if we cannot formulate u1(t) in closed form? 

➔ Numerical Solutions or Simulation → simulation of complete movement of legs, NOT 

only of harder movements of muscle activation 

 

 Example: contraction dynamics → dependent on body motion! 

Assumptions: 

- NOT have tendons 

- alfa = 0 

- cPE = elastic component 

- CPV = damping of muscle 

 

 Care +/- Signs Convention 

 

A positive change in 𝑙𝑖 means elongation of the muscle 

 

A positive 𝐹𝑖 means contraction force at the limbs → Fi is in a different 

direction than li 

!!! That means that the force 𝐹𝑖 is introduced opposing the coordinate 𝑙𝑖. This needs to be corrected with 

a Minus when modelling force transmission! 
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  Segment Dynamics 

Before we can formulate force transmission we have to 

look at mechanical analysis of knee joint: 

- only 1 DOF that can turn at the knee 

- only lower leg is able to move 

- gravity 

- two muscles: one pulls upwards- other pulls down 

- formulation dependent on angle 

Assumption: muscle l1 always circularly around the 

joint with constant distance of r1 → simplification → 

calculation of length 

 

➔ if φ increases → muscle 1 get shorter 

➔ if φ increase → muscle 2 get longer 

!!! Application of minus bc elongation and contraction force are not in the same direction 

 

 

 Motion Dynamics 

Goal: get the equation of motion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Combining examples 

 

- NOT linear bc we have a sin 

- piecewise continuous function 

- r1 and r2 result from ordinary differential 

equations 

➔ NOT simple → NOT analytical solution → 

SIMULATION! 

 

 

 Resulted Model 

 

- piecewise continuous function 

- cannot solve it analytically 

➔ we can do a simulation based on this muscle 
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4. Inverse Dynamics 

The principle of motion analysis follows the inverse dynamics model 

Goal: get informations about neuronal signals 

Basic Research 

- insight into neurophysiological and biomechanical processes 

- Better understanding of sensorimotor processes and organ function 

Diagnostics in Neurology and Orthopedics 

- Comparison of pathological motions with reference motion 

Rehabilitation & Ergonomics 

- Optimisation of sports tools to motion patterns 

- Design of rehabilitation devices 

- Optimisation of the ergonomics of tools 

 

 Inverse dynamics problem 

- segment dynamics calculated based on: kinematics, kinetics, 

anthropometry → getting muscle forces 

- Problems 

o very tricky bc we can only record position → based on position 

→ get velocity → get acceleration 

o infinite amount of solutions that explain how muscles get 

activated 

o signal very prone to noise 

 

 Inverse Problem Example Explanation 

- 3 joints: hip, ankle, knee and a lot of muscles as actuators 

- given 𝝋 = (𝝋𝟏 𝝋𝟐 𝝋𝟑)T as discrete measurement series 

o calculate �̇�, �̈� with discrete derivation 

o calculate 𝑴 = (𝑴𝟏 𝑴𝟐 𝑴𝟑)T with motion dynamics 

- How many combinations of muscle forces 𝑭 would cause 𝑴? → infinite solutions → need 

optimization 

- How many nerves are connected to one muscle? → infinitely hard! → needing assumptions 

- How many combinations of nerve inputs 𝒖 would cause 𝑭? → infinitely hard! → needing 

assumptions 

➔ inverse problem is pretty hard compared to the direct problem! 

 

 Simpler Inverse Dynamics Use 

Middle Ear Implantable Hearing Device 

- simple ear implantable hearing device 

- 1 DOF → implanted in head 

 

 

 

 

Electromechanical analogies not part of the exam! (S. 57- S.62) 


